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Discover a prominent new address, 
moments from the heart of Canberra. 

Nestled in the foothills of Mount Ainslie, 
timeless residences bring quality living 
to greater heights, with a collection of 

homes surrounded by leafy streetscapes 
and resort-style amenity.
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I scream for 
ice cream.

VISION

EVERY
EXPERIENCE

ELEVATED

Just you, me and 
the mountain.

A head-clearing 
walk in the wild.
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Artist impression

Reflecting the city’s unique geometry and 
formal streetscapes, The Foothills stirs 
anticipation as you approach. Majestic 

canopies welcome your arrival, with foliage 
that transforms with the seasons.
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Artist impression

The Foothills presents a diverse choice of residences, surrounded 
by gardens and parklands. Choose from apartments to exquisite 

townhomes, all drenched in abundant natural light.
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Artist impressionArtist impression

On the edge of Mount Ainslie, a collection of 
contemporary homes rise with elegance, inspired 
by mid-century modernist forms. Blending 
perfectly into verdant surrounds, their classic yet 
enduring design exudes calm and grace. 

Experience life and 
nature like never before.



A place where  
 every little detail counts.

It’s the little moments 
that matter.

The perfect place for 
the perfect book.

THE TOWNHOMES

HOME 
IS HERE
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Artist impression

Thoughtful landscaping creates a lush sanctuary, 
integrated into surrounding bushland. Come home 
to a tranquil escape on the city’s edge.

Architectural lines and 
warm natural materials 
echo the landscape.
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Artist impression
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Artist impression

Vertical louvres, timber battens, brickwork and concrete embue each 
townhome with street appeal and create a play of light and shade.
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Artist Impression incorporating some optional extras

Bask in a real sense of home, where open plan 
living and traditional intimate spaces come 
together. Look forward to generosity of space 
with refined finishes, including hardwood 
floors. Kitchens boast stone benchtops and 
timber veneer joinery, complete with Miele 
appliances and abundant storage.

A lifestyle without 
compromise.
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Artist Impression incorporating some optional extras
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Artist Impression incorporating some optional extras
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Artist Impression incorporating some optional extras
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Artist Impression incorporating some optional extras

Contemporary yet sophisticated, townhome 
interiors present linear forms and clean lines 
reminiscent of a 1960s modernist aesthetic. 
Meticulous planning offers intuitive spaces 
that are bathed in natural light, pared back to 
embrace beautiful vistas over the Canberra 
CBD, Lake Burley Griffin and the city’s national 
monuments. With an understanding of how 
people want to live, every room is functional 
yet a delight to experience.

Minimalist interiors designed 
with elegant restraint.
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Artist Impression incorporating some optional extras

Retreat into a tranquil realm, featuring natural textures 
and warm tones. Large format tiles, curved mirrors and 

brushed nickel fittings exude timeless elegance.

Your private sanctuary.
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THE FOOTHILLS 
PHILOSOPHY

 QUALITY & DETAILS

–   Structure: Prior to construction, we commission an independent 
engineering review of the structural design to ensure structural 
integrity and quality in design which at a minimum complies with the 
National Construction Code and the relevant Australian Standards.

–  Fire Separation: During construction, we require our builder to 
commission independent inspections of all passive fire separation 
elements throughout the building.

–   Waterproofing: During construction, we require our builder to 
complete site water pressure and flood tests of façade, balcony and 
all wet areas throughout the building to ensure the initial success of 
all waterproofed areas.

–   Acoustics: Prior to completion we require our builder to commission 
acoustic testing of noise transfer between apartments and the 
outside to ensure the success of the acoustic treatments applied to 
internal floors, walls and glazing elements.

–  Quality fittings and fixtures: Parisi tapware, Miele appliances and  
Fisher & Paykel whitegoods.

–  Robust durable materials: All residences feature high quality 
materials that are built to last. 

–  Air-conditioning systems in living areas and bedrooms.

  SUSTAINABILITY

–   Rain water tank for irrigation to landscaped areas.

–  Double glazing for thermal comfort.

–  Energy-efficient appliances and lighting, including:

 \ Miele appliances

 \ Motion sensor lighting in communal areas and lobbies

–   Water-efficient Parisi tapware and toilets, average 4-star WELS rating.

–   Gas hot water system.

–   Min EER 6.

 LIVEABILITY

–   High ceilings: With 2.65m ceilings in living areas, apartments will 
always feel spacious and inviting.

–   Glazing: Extensive glazing and large openings onto terraces and 
balconies help connect you to the outdoors, increasing the liveability of 
the space.

 AMENITY & COMMUNITY

–  Natural light and ventilation.

–  Orientation: Each of the buildings is orientated to maximise natural 
light, ensuring each home has a quality aspect.

–  Public space: An activated streetscape and clubhouse provide places 
to explore and connect.

– Nearby Mount Ainslie facilitates a welcoming natural environment.

–  Proactive Owners Corp: We care about our building beyond settlement  
and handover. We will continue to treat it and its residents with the 
respect they deserve.

–   Pet friendly: Pets are a wonderful addition to any home. As such, OC 
Rules have been prepared with pet ownership in mind and we have 
invested in durable surfaces.
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PARISI

DOMA are pleased to partner with Parisi once again for 
the provision of bathware for The Foothills. This follows 
the positive feedback received from many purchasers of 
apartments developed recently by DOMA in Newcastle 
and Canberra. 

For over 25 years, Parisi has been providing high quality 
inclusions for prestigious residential developments, 
hotels and luxury resorts across Australia and the Asia-
Pacific region. 

Parisi bathware products are manufactured to the 
highest possible quality standards. They incorporate the 
best available componentry and are also supported by 
lengthy warranties. As a result for end users, ease of use, 
durability and ultimately peace of mind are assured.

parisi.com.au

FISHER & PAYKEL

Fisher & Paykel is a major appliance manufacturer  
based in East Tamaki, New Zealand, and has been 
designing products since 1934—growing into a global, 
design-led company of more than 3,000 people  
operating in 50 countries.

The company's design heritage is founded on a 
pioneering spirit and a culture of curiosity that has 
challenged conventional appliance design. Consistently 
delivering products tailored to human needs, Fisher 
& Paykel is committed to ongoing research and 
development, ensuring what they develop today is 
aligned to the fundamental principles of sustainable 
design. In 2014, Fisher & Paykel celebrated 80 years  
of innovation.

fisherpaykel.com/au

MIELE

Miele has been an independent family-owned company 
since its establishment in 1899 and is equally committed 
to its owners, employees, customers, suppliers, the 
environment and society.

Miele offers products that set the standards for durability, 
performance, ease of use, energy efficiency, design and 
service. This corresponds to the guiding principle "Immer 
besser" (forever better) which the founders Carl Miele 
and Reinhard Zinkann printed on their first machines—
and characterises Miele to this day.

miele.com.au

FROM THE INTERNET

THE FOOTHILLS  
PHILOSOPHY
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GENERAL TOWNHOME INCLUSIONS
ACOUSTIC –  Common walls and party walls to NCC requirements

THERMAL/ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY

–  Common walls and party walls to NCC requirements 

FIRE RATING –  Common walls and party walls to NCC requirements

INTERNAL WALLS –  Plasterboard and paint finish to Architect’s detailed 
design

CEILING FINISH –  Suspended plasterboard with paint finish to Architect’s 
detailed design

WINDOWS/
EXTERNAL SLIDING 
DOORS

–  Double glazed aluminium framed window and sliding 
door sections

–  Glazing to meet energy efficiency requirements under 
Section J of NCC

ELECTRICAL 
SERVICES

–  Usage of each townhome separately metered and 
connected to Supply Authority electricity service

WATER &  
SEWERAGE

–  Water and sewerage supply to each townhome  
by ICON Water

HOT WATER –  Individual gas hot water system for each townhome

TELEPHONE –  The site will be provided with an NBN backbone
–  Each townhome will be provided with an NBNco Network 

Termination Device
–  1 x telephone point will be provided within the townhome

CAR PARKING –  Private garage space provided for each townhome

AIR-CONDITIONING –  Ducted reverse cycle zoned air conditioning to Living 
Areas and all Bedrooms

–  Condensers within the private terraces of each 
townhome

STAIRCASE –  Timber tread staircase for internal stair

KITCHEN APPLIANCES
OVEN –  Miele – 60cm Oven (H2265-1 B)

COOKTOP –  Miele – 60cm induction cooktop (KM 7201 FR)

RANGEHOOD –  Concealed rangehood – externally ducted 

DISHWASHER –  Miele – fully integrated dishwasher (G 6660 SCVI)

MICROWAVE –  Miele – built in microwave (M 2240 SC OBS)

LAUNDRY
DRYER –  Fisher & Paykel – 6Kg vented tumble dryer (DE6060M1)

LIGHTING –  To NCC requirements and Architect’s detailed design

FLOOR –  Tiled – refer to Buyer’s selections

POWER –  1 x double GPO above bench, 1 x double GPO  
for washing machine and dryer

WALLS –  Plasterboard / paint finish / skirting tile

WATER –  Hot and cold washing machine cocks

LAUNDRY MIXER –  1 x sink mixer

SINK –  Single bowl laundry tub and cabinet

VENTILATION –  Mechanical ventilation to NCC requirements

ENTRY
ENTRY DOOR –  Fire rated entry door, paint finish to Architect’s 

detailed design

LIGHTING –  To NCC requirements and Architect’s detailed design

FLOOR – Engineered timber flooring as per plan

LIVING
LIGHTING –  To NCC requirements and Architect’s detailed design

FLOOR – Engineered timber flooring as per plan

POWER –  2 x double GPOs 

DATA –  1 x data outlet

TV –  Free-to-air and PayTV outlet (PayTV over internet)

DINING ROOM
LIGHTING –  To NCC requirements and Architect’s detailed design

FLOOR –  Engineered timber flooring as per plan

POWER – 2 x Double GPO

KITCHEN
LIGHTING – To NCC requirements and Architect’s detailed design

FLOOR –  Engineered timber flooring as per plan

POWER –  2 x Double GPOs
–  Power to appliances as required

BENCHTOP –  Stone to Architect’s detailed design 
–  Refer to Buyer’s selections

SPLASHBACK –  Stone to Architect’s detailed design 
–  Refer to Buyer’s selections

JOINERY DOORS –  2-pac polyurethane finish
–  Refer to Buyer’s selections

JOINERY CARCASS –  Melamine – water resistant board

JOINERY HANDLES  
& HARDWARE

–  To Architect’s detailed design

SINK –  Undermount stainless steel sink as per plan

SINK MIXER –  Parisi Envy kitchen sink mixer with pull-out spray

Fisher & Paykel – 6Kg condenser Dryer DE6060M1

Parisi Envy kitchen sink mixer with pull- out spray

Miele Fully integrated dishwasher G 6660 SCVI

Miele 60cm induction cooktop KM 7201 FR

Miele Built in microwave M 2240 SC OBSMiele 60cm Oven H2265-1 B

BALCONY/COURTYARD
FLOOR –  Pavers on pads 

CEILING –  Applied textured paint finish to Architect’s detailed 
design

LIGHTING –  Surface mounted light fitting to Architect’s design

BALUSTRADES –  To NCC requirements and Architect’s detailed 
design, which may include concrete up-stand with 
applied paint finish, brick, framed or frameless 
glass, metal balustrade

COURTYARD WALL –  Brickwork and metal fencing to Architect’s design

LANDSCAPE –  Landscape to courtyard as per Landscape 
Architect’s design 

TAP –  1 x outdoor tap

SCHEDULE OF INCLUSIONS
TYPE A & B
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BATHROOM / ENSUITE 
LIGHTING – To NCC requirements and Architect’s detailed design

FLOOR –  Tiled – refer to Buyer’s selections

POWER –  1 x double GPO 

WALLS –  Full height tiles to Architect’s specification  
and design

TOILET SUITE –  Parisi Slim wall faced suite

VANITY –  Architect designed wall hung vanity with integrated 
basin

BASIN MIXER –  Parisi – Envy wall mixer and spout 

SHOWER –  Parisi – Ellisse shower rail

SHOWER TAPWARE –  Parisi – Envy mixer

TOILET ROLL 
HOLDER

–  Parisi – Envy

TOWEL RAILS –  Parisi – Tole

HAND TOWEL –  Parisi – Envy

ROBE HOOK –  Parisi – Tole 

SHOWER SCREEN –  Framed or semi frameless shower screen  
with opaque glass

VENTILATION –  To NCC requirements

MASTER BEDROOM
LIGHTING – To NCC requirements and Architect’s detailed design

FLOOR –  Carpet – refer to Buyer’s selections

POWER –  3 x double GPO

TV –  Free-to-air and PayTV outlet (PayTV over internet)

WARDROBE (R) –  Wardrobe fitout to Architect’s detailed design 
including shelves and removable hanging rails

–  Panelling sliding robe doors applicable in situations 
where wardrobe opens directly onto connected 
bedroom

–  Refer to Buyer’s selections

BEDROOM TWO & THREE (IF APPLICABLE)
LIGHTING –  To NCC requirements and Architect’s detailed design

FLOOR –  Carpet – refer to Buyer’s selections

POWER –  2 x double GPO

WARDROBE (R) –  Wardrobe fitout to Architect’s detailed design 
including shelves and removable hanging rails

–  Panelling sliding robe doors applicable in situations 
where wardrobe opens directly onto connected 
bedroom

–  Refer to Buyer’s selections

COMMUNICATION & DATA SERVICES
NBN / DATA –  The building has been designed to incorporate 

connection to the NBN network
–  Subscription to a network provider by the occupant 

is required to enable the service

FREE-TO-AIR TV –  Pre-wire and connection to free-to-air TV channels 
in rooms specified

PAYTV –  PayTV connection to be via data point (Subscription 
to a PayTV provider by the occupant is required to 
enable the service)

PLEASE NOTE
COLOUR SCHEME 
SELECTIONS

–  There are two colour schemes that will be made 
available to the buyer

–  Buyers are to make their colour scheme selection at 
the date of contract for sale 

NATURAL 
MATERIALS

–  Buyers are advised that the finishes proposed for 
use in the apartments include natural materials 
such as granite, marble, limestone, reconstituted 
stone products, and timber. These materials may 
display characteristics which vary from the samples 
shown on the display colour boards, which are 
naturally occurring. These variations should be 
expected and appreciated

LIGHT, GPOS, 
BATHROOM 
ACCESSORIES

–  Light fittings, GPOs, intercom system, free-to-air TV 
outlets, telecommunication outlets and bathroom 
accessories are subject to detailed architectural 
design

–  Minor variations in location and quantities of these 
items may occur following detailed architectural 
design

PRODUCT 
SUBSTITUTION

–  The Seller reserves the right to substitute any 
specified inclusions with that of a similar quality

SCHEDULE OF INCLUSIONS
TYPE A & B

GARAGE
DOOR –  Automatic roller door to each garage

–  Lockable door to staircase

FLOOR –  Concrete slab

LIGHTING –  To NCC requirements and Architect’s detailed design

 Parisi Slim wall faced suite

Parisi Envy mixer

Parisi Tole robe hook

Parisi Envy wall mixer and spout 

Parisi Envy toilet roll holder

Parisi Envy towel rack

ACCESS CONTROL
ACCESS CONTROL –  Access control system including programmable 

proximity reader for site access, communal amenity 
access, vehicle entry and exit to site and private 
garage

VISITOR ACCESS –  Voice intercom to townhome at site entry

KEYS –  Each townhome will be provided with  
3 x front door keys

WIRELESS GARAGE 
ENTRY/EXIT 

–  Each townhome will be provided with  
1 x wireless remote per garage car space
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SCHEDULE OF INCLUSIONS
TYPE C & D

Miele 90cm induction cooktop KM 7684 FL

Parisi Envy kitchen sink mixer with pull-out spray

Miele Speed Oven H 7240 BM

Miele Fully integrated dishwasher G 6660 SCVI

Miele 60cm Pyrolytic Oven H 2860 BP OBS Black

GENERAL TOWNHOME INCLUSIONS
ACOUSTIC –  Common walls and party walls to NCC requirements

THERMAL/ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY

–  Common walls and party walls to NCC requirements 

FIRE RATING –  Common walls and party walls to NCC requirements

INTERNAL WALLS –  Plasterboard and paint finish to Architect’s detailed design

CEILING FINISH –  Suspended plasterboard with paint finish to Architect’s 
detailed design

WINDOWS/
EXTERNAL SLIDING 
DOORS

–  Double glazed aluminium framed window and sliding door 
sections

–  Glazing to meet energy efficiency requirements under 
Section J of NCC

ELECTRICAL 
SERVICES

–  Usage of each townhome separately metered and 
connected to Supply Authority electricity service

WATER  
& SEWERAGE

–  Water and sewerage supply to each townhome by ICON 
Water

HOT WATER –  Individual gas hot water system for each townhome

TELEPHONE –  The site will be provided with an NBN backbone
–  Each townhome will be provided with an NBNco Network 

Termination Device
–  1 x telephone point will be provided within the townhome

CAR PARKING –  Private garage space provided for each townhome

AIR-CONDITIONING –  Ducted reverse cycle zoned air conditioning to living areas 
and all bedrooms

–  Condensers within the private terraces of each townhome

STAIRCASE –  Timber tread staircase for internal stair

KITCHEN
LIGHTING –  To NCC requirements and Architect’s detailed design

FLOOR –  Engineered timber flooring as per plan

POWER –  2 x double GPOs
–  Power to appliances as required

BENCHTOP –  Stone to Architect’s detailed design – refer to Buyer’s 
selections

SPLASHBACK –  Stone to Architect’s detailed design – refer to Buyer’s 
selections

JOINERY DOORS –  2-pac polyurethane finish – refer to Buyer’s selections

JOINERY CARCASS –  Melamine – water resistant board

JOINERY HANDLES  
& HARDWARE

–  To Architect’s detailed design

SINK –  Undermount stainless steel sink as per plan

SINK MIXER –  Parisi Envy kitchen sink mixer with pull-out spray

DINING ROOM
LIGHTING –  To NCC requirements and Architect’s detailed design

FLOOR –  Engineered timber flooring as per plan

POWER – 2 x double GPO

LIVING ROOM
LIGHTING –  To NCC requirements and Architect’s detailed design

FLOOR – Engineered timber flooring as per plan

POWER –  2 x double GPOs 

DATA –  1 x data outlet

TV –  Free-to-air and PayTV outlet (PayTV over internet)

ENTRY
ENTRY DOOR –  Fire rated entry door, paint finish to Architect’s detailed 

design

LIGHTING –  To NCC requirements and Architect’s detailed design

FLOOR – Engineered timber flooring as per plan

BALCONY/COURTYARD
FLOOR –  Pavers on pads 

CEILING –  Applied textured paint finish to Architect’s detailed design

LIGHTING –  Surface mounted light fitting to Architect’s design

BALUSTRADES –  To NCC requirements and Architect’s detailed design, which 
may include concrete up-stand with applied paint finish, 
brick, framed or frameless glass, metal balustrade

COURTYARD WALL –  Brickwork and metal fencing to Architect's design

LANDSCAPE – As per Landscape Architect’s design

TAP –  1 x outdoor tap

KITCHEN APPLIANCES
OVEN –  Miele – 60cm pyrolytic oven (H 2860 BP OBS black)

COOKTOP –  Miele – 90cm induction cooktop (KM 7684 FL)

RANGEHOOD –  Concealed rangehood – externally ducted 

DISHWASHER –  Miele – fully integrated dishwasher (G 6660 SCVI)

MICROWAVE –  Miele – speed oven (H 7240 BM)

LAUNDRY
DRYER –  Fisher & Paykel – 8Kg condenser dryer (DE8060P2)

LIGHTING –  To NCC requirements and Architect’s detailed design

FLOOR –  Tiled – refer to Buyer’s selections

POWER –  1 x double GPO above bench, 1 x double GPO for washing 
machine and dryer

WALLS –  Plasterboard / paint finish / skirting tile

WATER –  Hot and cold washing machine cocks

LAUNDRY MIXER –  1 x sink mixer

SINK –  Single bowl laundry tub and cabinet

VENTILATION –  Mechanical ventilation to NCC requirements

Fisher & Paykel – 8Kg condenser Dryer DE8060P2

GARAGE
DOOR –  Automatic roller door to each garage

–  Lockable door to staircase

FLOOR –  Concrete slab

LIGHTING –  To NCC requirements and Architect's detailed design

POWER –  2 x double GPO
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SCHEDULE OF INCLUSIONS
TYPE C & D

 Parisi Slim wall faced suite

Parisi Envy mixer

Parisi Tole robe hook

Parisi Envy wall mixer and spout 

Parisi Envy toilet roll holder

Parisi Envy towel rack

PLEASE NOTE
COLOUR SCHEME 
SELECTIONS

–  There are two colour schemes that will be made available 
to the buyer

–  Buyers are to make their colour scheme selection at the 
date of contract for sale

NATURAL 
MATERIALS

–  Buyers are advised that the finishes proposed for use 
in the apartments include natural materials such as 
granite, marble, limestone, reconstituted stone products, 
and timber. These materials may display characteristics 
which vary from the samples shown on the display colour 
boards, which are naturally occurring. These variations 
should be expected and appreciated

LIGHT, GPOS, 
BATHROOM 
ACCESSORIES

–  Light fittings, GPOs, intercom system, free-to-air TV 
outlets, telecommunication outlets and bathroom 
accessories are subject to detailed architectural design

–  Minor variations in location and quantities of these items 
may occur following detailed architectural design

PRODUCT 
SUBSTITUTION

–  The Seller reserves the right to substitute any specified 
inclusions with that of a similar quality

MULTI PURPOSE ROOM (WHERE SHOWN ON PLAN)
LIGHTING –  To NCC requirements and Architect’s detailed design

FLOOR –  Carpet – refer to Buyer's selections

WARDROBE –  Wardrobe fit-out to Architect's detailed design including 
shelves and removable hanging rails

TV –  Free-to-air and PayTV outlet (PayTV over internet)

POWER – 2 x double GPO

POWDER ROOM (WHERE SHOWN ON PLAN) 
LIGHTING –  To NCC requirements and Architect’s detailed design

FLOOR –  Tiled – refer to Buyer’s selections

WALL – Full height tiles to Architect's detailed design

TOILET –  Parisi Slim wall faced toilet

TOILET ROLL 
HOLDER 

– Parisi – Envy

HAND TOWEL – Parisi – Envy

VANITY – Parisi – Wall hung basin 

VENTILATION – To NCC requirements

COMMUNICATION & DATA SERVICES
NBN / DATA –  The building has been designed to incorporate 

connection to the NBN network
–  Subscription to a network provider by the occupant is 

required to enable the service

FREE-TO-AIR TV –  Pre-wire and connection to free-to-air TV channels in 
rooms specified

PAYTV –  Connection to be via data point (Subscription to a PayTV 
provider by the occupant is required to enable the service)

BATHROOM / ENSUITE  
LIGHTING –  To NCC requirements and Architect’s detailed design

FLOOR –  Tiled – refer to Buyer’s selections

POWER –  1 x double GPO 

WALLS –  Full height tiles to Architect’s detailed design

TOILET SUITE –  Parisi Slim wall faced suite

VANITY –  Architect designed wall hung vanity with integrated basin

BASIN MIXER –  Parisi – Envy wall mixer and spout 

SHOWER –  Parisi – Ellisse shower rail

SHOWER TAPWARE –  Parisi – Envy mixer

BATH –  Caroma – 1500mm island bath (CL5W)  
(Where shown on plan)

BATH TAPWARE –  Parisi – Envy

TOILET ROLL 
HOLDER

–  Parisi – Envy

TOWEL RAILS –  Parisi – Tole

HAND TOWEL –  Parisi – Envy

ROBE HOOK –  Parisi – Tole 

SHOWER SCREEN –  Framed or semi frameless shower screen with opaque glass

VENTILATION –  To NCC requirements

MASTER BEDROOM
LIGHTING –  To NCC requirements and Architect’s detailed design

FLOOR –  Carpet – refer to Buyer’s selections

POWER –  3 x double GPO

TV –  Free-to-air and PayTV outlet (PayTV over internet)

WARDROBE (R) –  Wardrobe fitout to Architect’s detailed design including 
shelves and removable hanging rails

–  Panelling sliding robe doors applicable in situations where 
wardrobe opens directly onto connected bedroom

–  Refer to Buyer’s selections

BEDROOM TWO & THREE
LIGHTING –  To NCC requirements and Architect’s detailed design

FLOOR –  Carpet – refer to Buyer’s selections

POWER –  2 x Double GPO

WARDROBE (R) –  Wardrobe fitout to Architect’s detailed design 
including shelves and removable hanging rails

–  Panelling sliding robe doors applicable in situations 
where wardrobe opens directly onto connected bedroom

–  Refer to Buyer’s selections

ACCESS CONTROL
ACCESS CONTROL –  Access control system including programmable 

proximity reader for site access, communal amenity 
access, vehicle entry and exit to site and private garage

VISITOR ACCESS –  Voice intercom to townhome at site entry

KEYS –  Each townhome will be provided with 3 x front door keys

WIRELESS GARAGE 
ENTRY/EXIT 

–  Each townhome will be provided with 1 x wireless remote 
per garage car space
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Artist impression Artist impression

Artist impression Artist impression

WARM PALETTE CALM PALETTE



THE CLUBHOUSE

EVERYDAY 
MOMENTS

This is 
where we 
unwind.

Move over Williams sisters.

Up for a swim any time 
of the day.
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Artist impression

Pursue the life you've  
always wanted.

A healthy lifestyle is right at your doorstep with the 
clubhouse offering a variety of active pursuits. Play a 

game of tennis, enjoy swimming laps at the pool, or work 
out at the a state-of-the-art Technogym health club,  

with curated programs by Hale gym. On the days you wish 
to take it slow, relax at the landscaped central park, or 

step out to explore the city and nearby bushlands.
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At your service.
Your concierge is dedicated to making your life 
simply easier and more enjoyable—a level of 
service to exceed the highest expectations.

– Greeting you and your guests

–  Attending to your daily needs such as 
receiving deliveries and parcels

–  Maintaining a database of tradespeople and 
contractors

–     Keeping track of visitor parking

–  Handling cash, such as deposits for removals

–  Keeping a log of events (such as: noise 
complaints, security breaches, common area 
maintenance issues)

–   Safe keeping of residents’ keys, common area 
trades keys and security devices

–  Raising the alert if a situation poses a 
potential threat to property or residents

–   Dry cleaning 



Meet me for 
lunch in the 
CBD.

Hurry it's 
happy hour.

LOCATION

PERFECT 
PROXIMITYCoffee just the 

way you like it.
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The best of both worlds.
Perfectly positioned in the inner north, The 
Foothills is moments from vibrant cafés, dining 
and shopping, as well as leading schools, the 
Australian War Memorial, and Mount Ainslie 
nature reserve. Residents enjoy a walkable, 
convenient lifestyle, where everything is within 
easy reach. 

DINING 
1. Edgar’s Inn
2. The Pedlar
3. Lanterne Rooms
4. Pilot
5. The Duxton
6. Monster Bar 
7. Morning Glory
8. Parlour
9. Mocan & Green Grout
10. Raku
11. Akiba
12. Kokomo’s
13. Temporada
14. Mezzalira
15. Blu Ginger
16. Charcoal Restaurant
17. The Cupping Room

SUPERMARKETS 
18. Coles Canberra Centre
19. Aldi Canberra Centre
20. Ainslie IGA
21. Campbell IGA 

RETAIL 
22. Canberra Centre
23. Fyshwick Markets
24. Old Bus Depot Markets

LANDMARKS
25. Australian War Memorial

FACILITIES 
26. Royal Canberra Golf Club 
27. Canberra Glassworks
28. Yowani Country Club
29. Royal Military College Golf Club

EDUCATION 
30. Canberra Girls Grammar Senior School
31. Forrest Primary School
32. The Australian National University
33. University of Canberra
34. Campbell High School
35. Canberra Grammar School
36. St. Thomas More’s Primary School
37. Campbell Primary School
38. North Ainslie Primary School
39. Campbell Cottage Child Care Centre
40. Daramalan College
41. Merici College
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The Foothills fully embraces the great 
outdoors, with walking trails, parklands 
and open green spaces at its doorstep. 
Be it picnics and BBQs or quiet daily 
strolls, it is wonderful to be surrounded 
by verdant greenery, so close to the city.

Nature on  
your doorstep.
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CAMPBELL IN FOCUS

2nd 500,000
Canberra has the second 
fastest population growth 
rate in Australia

The population of Canberra will 
grow to 500,000 people by the 
year 2030

1km $14 billion
Distance from the site to  
the Canberra CBD

Is being spent on Canberra 
infrastructure investment

5,006 20 to 39
Population of Campbell Average age in Campbell

62% Owner

38% Renter

35% Families

65% Single

$1.245 million
Median house price in Campbell,  
$508,000 above the Canberra median

$548,000
Median apartment price in the Inner North,  
$73,300 above the Canberra median

1.1% 5.6%
Vacancy rate in the Inner North Gross rental yield in the Inner North, 

0.2% above the Canberra median

VALUE GROWTH

The difference in the price gap between median 
house price vs apartment price in Campbell 
exposes an opportunity for apartment 
purchasers—the much bigger gap in Campbell 
indicates greater growth potential in the 
apartment residential market. 

INFRASTRUCTURE

The ACT government is investing $14 billion 
in infrastructure investment to keep up with 
population growth, including new schools, the 
Canberra Hospital expansion, and renewal  
of existing infrastructure. The investment is  
focused on health, education, transport and 
community services.

DEMANDS & TRENDS

Low vacancy rate reflects high demand in 
Campbell. A strong owner-occupier market 
is creating a sense of community and raising 
the standard of living for the suburb. Statistics 
show that more young, single professional 
Australians are choosing to live alone.



Peaceful and private 
yet alive and connected

The perfect home  
  exists here...

Everything we’ve 
dreamed of—is ours.

TEAM

RAISING 
EXPECTATIONS
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Dockside Kingston

DOMA
At DOMA, we help create beautiful spaces you 
love to be in. We focus on the most sought-
after locations and a design philosophy that 
is unmistakably original, innovative and 
human-centred. We think with vision, design 
with imagination and deliver with quality, 
collaborating with award-winning local or 
international architects and design studios. 

With over 40 years in residential, hotel and 
commercial development, we create homes, 
hotels and workplaces that put people at their 
core. Today, DOMA is one of the largest private 
developers in Australia, with a current project 
pipeline valued at over $1billion.



PBS

PBS Building is renowned for building 
environments and developments with integrity 
—creating inspiring places to live, work and 
play. With over 30 years’ experience across the 
ACT, NSW and QLD, PBS Building is a diverse 
builder with expertise across all sectors of the 
property industry. With our experience and 
knowledge, we work with our clients to unlock 
the potential of their developments, forming 
long-standing, trusted partnerships that help 
shape communities and the lives of the people 
who live in them.

STEWART 
ARCHITECTS 
Stewart Architects is a multi-disciplinary team 
of innovative architectural and urban strategists 
dedicated to outstanding urban, social, cultural, 
environmental and economic outcomes. Its 
inventive and strategic approach to architecture 
engages an in-depth process of research and 
design for each project, and how they foster well-
being, community and a strong sense of place.

CAPEZIO 
COPELAND 
Capezio Copeland, design beautiful, functional 
and inspiring places. Offering a complete range  
of services from concept ideation through to  
full design development, documentation and 
design management.

With great attention to detail, each project is 
unique and receives an individual solution. 
Capezio Copeland take pride in a holistic,  
multi-disciplinary approach to design, working 
closely with their clients, and leveraging on  
their strong industry relationships to deliver  
on time and budget.
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DISCLAIMER:  DOMA and their appointed agent Colliers International do not guarantee, warrant or represent that the information contained in this advertisement and marketing document is correct. Any interested parties should 
make their own enquiries as to the accuracy of the information. We exclude all inferred or implied terms, conditions and warranties arising out of this document and any liability for the loss or damage arising there from. This layout 
may be subject to minor amendments and dimensional changes to suit final working drawings and grid layout. Townhome area has been calculated using EPSDD guidelines. Area measured from centre line of party walls and outside 

face of external walls.

1800 317 845 or visit 

thefoothills.com.au/townhomes

FOR ENQUIRIES, 
PLEASE CONTACT COLLIERS




